
I
n a previous, and somewhat extensive,

set of articles we discussed saddling is-

sues relating to mules with high ridge

back bones and other related conformation

issues. We discussed at some length pads

needed to accommodate such mules and the

various lengths that some saddle pad man-

ufacturers have gone to in order to accom-

modate our need to ride mules with what are

essentially fairly drastic back and spinal

conformation anomalies. 

On the other side of the extreme back

coin, we have what I call “fat back mules.”

These mules typically have round backs, lit-

tle or no withers and seldom if ever have an

elevated spine. Mules in this category are

often referred to as having a back like a “55

gallon barrel.” These “mutton” withered

members of the mule family don’t seem to

get the attention their spiny backed long

eared cousins do. 

These round, fat backed mules are gener-

ally similar to the mules shown in photos

#1, #2, and #3. One thing common to mules

with this kind of back is they are usually

easy keepers. Being overweight adds to the

problem. Please keep in mind that I am

speaking in generalities here as there are, of

course, individual differences. “Fat back”

mules present interesting saddling issues in

their own right. Some people describe these

mules as having a “flat, round” back. I

guess flat with rounded edges might be a

better description. 

Photo #4 is a retake of photo #1. Note the

red arrow is pointing to another issue com-

mon to a lot of mules with this kind of back

called “fat pads” or “fat pockets.” These

“pads” can be a real nuisance in that they

generally occur right where the stirrup

leathers on our saddles lay. Stirrup leathers

made from thick leather, as most makers use

do to safety issues, can cause pressure on

these pads and result in white marks and

eventually galling on the “pads.” When the

rider sits down in the saddle his/her weight

will push down on the tree bars which in

turn press down on the stirrup leathers with

the pressure continuing down through the

skirts and onto the protruding tissue of the

fat pads. 

Perhaps one of the most serious problems

associated with these mules is saddle insta-

bility. With the lack of withers, and a wide

round top shelf, there’s not much to keep a

saddle in place. This can present problems

when mounting, as the saddle will have a

tendency to roll to the left side. A mounting

block or appropriate substitute on the trail

will go a long way toward preventing saddle

roll when mounting up on these mules. The

most common solution people use to keep

the saddle in place is to over tighten the

cinch to the point of suffocating the mule,

only to discover that it does not solve the

problem. As the day proceeds the mule

“shrinks” and the rider keeps tightening the

cinch throughout the day. After so long a pe-

riod of time of over cinching the mule

he/she gets hard to saddle, may actually bite

or kick at the rider when being cinched up

and will display other negative behavior

while being saddled or on the trail. 

So what’s the answer? Simply put, as al-
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ways, saddle fit and design are the keys to

eliminating saddle issues with these fat back

mules. It’s a one two punch of a saddle that

fits as close as possible and a saddle design

made with the conformation issues of these

fat back mules. So, let’s get started with ex-

ploring some solutions to the fat backed

mules. 

Again, I am speaking in generalities, as

there are always individual exceptions to all

things equine. For starters go back to the

first three photos that accompany this arti-

cle. What do they have in common? They

are all too fat! Make an honest evaluation

of your feeding program and your mule. If

the mule is too fat, put him on a diet and

peel some pounds off of him/her. Mules that

are too fat have a tendency toward all kinds

of problems including lack of vigor under

saddle, strange white spots under even a

saddle that fits fairly well, wanting to take

frequent rest stops, hard to keep a saddle in

place, causing the rider to over-cinch the

saddle, and all of this can lead to a bad atti-

tude on the part of the mule and less than

desirable set of circumstances for you the

rider/owner. 

When someone thinks saddle fit for fat

back mules, the first thing they want is a

saddle with a wider gullet. A wider gullet is

not, I repeat, not a silver bullet for saddle fit

on these mules. The primary requirement is

a bar angle on the saddle that matches the

angle of the mule’s round back. So what,

you say? That’s the same for any mule!

Look at photo #5, as this illustrates the

problem. If you take a saddle with “mule

bars” and all you do is widen the gullet, you

will not achieve a satisfactory fit. In fact, in

most cases with these mules a mule bar tree

won’t work. Look closely at the photos and

the other thing most of these mules have in

common is not just the wide back, but a

spinal dip as well. Fitting these mules is also

an exercise in dealing with bridging. Most

of the mule bar trees, if truly made for the

more common straight backed mules will

not work well on fat backed mules. 

The paint mule I am demonstrating on is

a 14-1 hand molly mule, Sky Dancer. She

has a reasonably round, fat back, and we

work very hard at trying to keep her slim

and trim and it’s almost a full time job.

There are a large number of mule gurus who

advocate a 92-93 degree bar angle for sad-

dle fit on a mule. That happens to also be

the most common gullet angle for many so

called quarter horse trees made today. In our

TBM Saddle line, we feature trees made by

the Steele Tree Co in Tennessee. Ed Steele

is the inventor of the Fit To Be Seen fitting

system using a unique set of fiberglass

forms that are actually molded from the bars

of saddle trees. Each form is an exact mold

of a different tree bar fit. 

One thing you may have noticed in pho-

tos #1 - #3, is that there are a lot of horses

made with backs similar to these mules. So

will a horse tree work? Photos illustrate that

question. Photo #6 shows a standard 92-de-

gree FTBS quarter horse bar tree form. Not

much of a fit! Photo #7 is the same tree in a

wider version and we have gained nothing

by widening the gullet. 

Ok. So much for common horse trees,

what about wide mule trees? Wide mule

trees don’t necessarily help and can create

their own variety of problems in fitting fat

back mules. Photo #8 is a wide version of a

mule tree and reveals very poor fit in the

front. This tree has flatter bars and a slightly

wider gullet. Photo #9 is a true wide flat
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mule bar tree. This illustrates one of the

problems I spoke of earlier. We gained a lit-

tle in the front and back, but it’s still not a

great overall fit. As so often happens with

these mules, as soon as we add a pad under

the saddle we create bridging. Note the

wide gap in bar contact at the top of the

arrow. 

One thing to keep in mind, again as I have

discussed before, always double check sad-

dle fit with a pad. A saddle pad makes a big

difference in how a saddle fits. A good fit is

not disturbed by the addition of a saddle

pad. A bad fit is accented by the addition of

a saddle pad. 

Photo #10 illustrates the angle of the bars

as opposed to gullet width. The gullet width

in both illustrations is the same. The bar fit

on the right is much flatter than the bars il-

lustrated on the left. This angle of the bars

is critical in fitting these fat back mules.

Photo #10 is intended to illustrate the criti-

cal need for bar angles beyond what we nor-

mally would think of in fitting a mule, and

the relationship of angle to gullet width. 

With the above paragraph in mind, photo

#11 shows the result of a saddle that is just

wide, with no relation between width and

bar angle. The edges of the tree bar are

hanging out in space just about where my

finger is pointing. This, in turn, throws off

the rest of the saddle. The skirts, which in

this case double as the rigging, make little

if any contact with the mule’s sides. Collec-

tively this will result in a poor saddle fit and

a very unstable saddle prone to lots of rock

and roll. Not at all good for the mule and a

less than desirable situation for the rider.

Mule riders have a tendency to ride in rough

country and this type of wide saddle fit can

be bad enough to allow the saddle to roll

completely off the mule in the event of an

unplanned emergency. So, where do we

look for saddle fit on these fat back mules?

THINK DRAFT….We will explore this in

the next installment along with a few sad-

dling tips in getting along with fat back

mules. 

Su Amigo, Terry

To contact Terry Wagner for information

on this article or prior articles,

e-mail:threebellsmules@gmail.com
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